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IN THE MARCH 1984 Kappan, Ar
thur Jensen proposed that educa

tional researchers need not be "help
less puppets of one social ideology or

The article by Arthur Jensen published
another."1 This can be achieved, he sug
gested, only when educational research
in the March 1984 Kappan presentsembodies
a
a "Reality Principle.*' Jensen
maintained that there is a "reality" out
distorted view of reality ? provocative,
there and that it is possible to apprehend it
in a clear, undistorted fashion.
but not compelling, says Mr? Seiden.
But
Yet distortions are nevertheless possi
Such misapprehensions of reality,
objectivity and ideology need not beble.
Jensen told us, come from the use of a
contradictory, he maintains.
STEVEN SELDEN (Columbia University
Chapter) is an associate professor in the De
partment of Education Policy, Planning, and

Administration at the University of Maryland,

College Park.
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ticing researcher. Indeed, Human Learn

ing, Thorndike's classic text, concluded

^ hoosing to

study any topic is

necessarily a value

choice and a conse

quence of the inter
action of human con
text and researcher*

have influenced both the social sciences
and educational research.4
In America these hereditarian attitudes
identified as "the myth that science itself is were popularized through the activities of
an objective enterprise, done properly on a number of national organizations. One
ly when scientists can shuck the con even took Galton's name, and its charter
straints of their culture and see the world members included Madison Grant, the
as it is." Gould does not suggest that fac racist author of The Passing of the Great

Marxist sociology of science, which he re
jects as unequivocally wrong. Jensen's ar
ticle presented what Stephen Gould has

tual reality does not exist; it exists and can

be apprehended, "though often, in an ob
tuse and erratic manner."2
Jensen next discussed the importance
of nature in the century-old nature/nur
ture debate. He concluded by arguing for
a factual reality in which heredity is far
more important than environment in ac
counting for human behavior. It is a fac
tual reality that we need to consider with

Race, and Edward Lee Thorndike, the
educational psychologist. Indeed, Jensen

commends Thorndike as "a pioneer in

educational research . . . imbued with the
idea that general methods of scientific in
vestigation, which aim chiefly at guaran
teeing objectivity, should be applied to the
problems of education."5
But this is only a partial view of Thorn
dike the researcher. It is not simply meth
care.
ods ? commendable on their face ? that
The nature/nurture debate, as it isare
cur
at issue. Thorndike's purposes and
rently conceived, began in Victorianmotivation
Eng
are also legitimate concerns
bothby
for the historian and for the prac
land. It was resolved in favor of nature
Sir Francis Galton. Galton was the father
of eugenics, the study of human improve
ment through the manipulation of heredi
ty, and he actively campaigned for pro
grams of human breeding. His interests,
which included statistics, fingerprinting,
and mental measurements, were "driven"
by his concern for eugenics.3 Indeed, as in
the case of Cyril Burt, Galton's ideology
appears to have influenced his data analy

with a plea for eugenics: "Of what sort the
learners of the future will be, we do not
know, but of the possibility of eugenics in

intellect and character there can be no
doubt."6 Although the knowledge of

genetics that would make such a program
possible was unknown in his time, Thorn

dike was hopeful about success. "We

know enough to provide the intellect of
man with purer and higher sources than
the muddy streams of the past," he main
tained, and "there is no surer way of im

proving civilization than by improving
man's own nature."7 One need not be
clairvoyant to see that these muddy

streams were people. And one need not be
Marxist to see how Thorndike's social vi
sion could inform his research questions
while not necessarily distorting his meth

odology.

Thorndike was not alone in his support
for eugenics. Charles Judd, another edu
cational leader lauded by Jensen, served
on the central committee of the 1928 Race

Betterment Conference, and G. Stanley

Hall, whom Jensen also praises, has been
described as having had an influence "on
the whole against the prevalent American
conception that education was a remedy
for social ills."8 "Notwithstanding his con

viction that his work was objective, ..."
Merle Curti notes, "[Hall] nevertheless
well illustrates the relation of a great
educator to the dominant pattern of the

society in which he lived, and his un

conscious subservience to the existing so
cial system."9

sis.

The cases of Galton and Burt are im

portant for our understanding of the role

ideology plays in science. True, their

methods were distorted by their social in
terests, but strong evidence suggests that
their research questions were informed by
their social vision as well. We must recog
nize that choosing to study any topic is

necessarily a value choice and a conse

quence of the interaction of human con

text and researcher. To ignore this context

in a vain attempt to ape the physical

sciences is a mistake. Research traditions

are, after all, human creations, and we

need to understand the role of the human
context on the research choices of practic

ing scientists. Specifically, we need to
understand how hereditarian attitudes

CpM?M

"If the teachers are going to use assertive discipline, I guess we'll have to use assertive

misbehavior. "
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idealized past, peopled with politically

^K^-^w^^" ^mfc - ^ we educational

neutral scientists, but an equally strong
case can be made for viewing our intellec

tual ancestors as both academically able
and politically committed. We need to
better understand how these political
views informed their choices of research

^-^^^^^^ l?Cx independence, we must
"?^^^^^?^^Byk^ rethink the meaning of
i ^^^^^SB?m?K??^91 this idealized science.
Values can and do work through indi

viduals, and Judd, Thorndike, and Hall
were men of their times. Today's educa
tional researcher needs a critical social
science that acknowledges the fact that
values inform research choices. Our con

cept of research must be expanded. As

Richard Bernstein notes, "Adequate social
and political theory must be empirical, in
terpretive, and critical."101 believe that we

can demand no less of our theories of edu

cational research. Jensen's call for re
search that is empirical is necessary but

not sufficient.

conscious. It is not helpful to our contem

porary research enterprise to reject, in the

name of objectivity, links between the so
cial system and educational research. It is
not helpful to reject the sociology of sci
ence, mainstream or Marxist; we need to
acknowledge both. In this way we can dis
miss the work of Cyril Burt, understand
the work
Edwardis
Thorndike, and savor
twins, then the heritability
ofofI.Q.
thethis
work of
George Counts.
judged to be high. However,
conclu
Jensen argued
that evidence from ob
sion is warranted only if certain
condi
tions are met.
jective studies of twins can be used to re
The first problem arises with the frater
ject a Marxist philosophy of science and
to legitimize the hereditarian position in
nal twins. Were they of the same sex? The

reason for asking this question is that
Soviet society may treat youngsters in

gender-specific ways. This would distort
the comparisons between the WISC scores
of the different-gendered twins and those
of their identical counterparts.

But, regardless of the gender of the

Russian schoolchildren in this study, there

are further questions that we need to

MY OWN PLEA - that we

questions, without making them into
ideological puppets ? conscious or un

raise. These were Russian youngsters re
sponding to the various subtests of the

WISC, and of
a number of these subtests
broaden our conception
must ?
be may
seen as culture-bound. Thus one
educational research
not seem convincing.
wouldAfter
expect knowledge of the "correct"
all, one may argue that the
empirical
answers
to be dependent on socialization
paradigm is adequate. As I in
noted
the United
above,
States. For example, in one
item the test taker is told that he or she has
Jensen analyzes the heredity/environment

issue as a test of the adequacy
the stamped, sealed
just found of
an addressed,
Marxist sociology of science.
envelope.
Because
What shouldI the child do? The
have not taken the Marxist
correct
position,
answer, according to the Wechsler

Marxism will not be on trial manual,
here.is Instead,
to mail it. I do not know how
I wish to examine whether the
evidence
on might respond to
the average
Muscovite
heritability of intelligence
as unam
thisis
question,
but it is conceivable that
another
answerit
could
biguous as Jensen and others
report
to be judged equally
be. My purpose is not to reject
Jensen's
appropriate.
Unless the WISC has been
Russian youngsters, any
approach but to embrace it. standardized
Indeed,for
care
ful application of the strictures
alternative
ofanswers
"objec
must lose points. This
tive" science to the research concern
on the
herita
applies
equally to items that deal
ballots and government inspec
bility of I.Q. is exactly whatwith
is secret
required.

Consider, for example, the
tors. The
research
social meanings of these phe

that is the centerpiece of Jensen's
article.
nomena will
be quite different in a one
Citing a large-scale studyparty
in system
Russia
ofthe psychiatric pro
that uses
twins, Jensen reported a remarkably
fession for state
high
security purposes than
theyin
willquestion
be in our own.
heritability of I.Q. The study
compared identical and fraternal
twins.
Thus the
empirical findings of the Rus
These Russian schoolchildren
were
given
sian
study might
be confounded by these
the various subtests of the Wechsler
Intel
technical problems.
If these problems can
ligence Scale for Childrennot(WISC),
be resolved, and
then the high heritability
of the scores will. need
the researchers "found a heritability
. . to be reconsidered.
Indeed, Jensen's conclusions, to the extent
of 0.78 (uncorrected for attenuation)."11
The logic of heritability studies
that theysuch
depend as
on this research, will also
be open
reconsideration.
this one is straightforward.
Iffor
pairs
of
identical twins, sharing the same
genetic
The same
applies to Jensen's historical
constitution, have scores that
areofmore
analysis
educational research and

ideologies. He described an
alike than those of pairs political
of fraternal

the nature/nurture debate. Neither of

these conclusions appears to be supported
by the ambiguous and contradictory na

ture of the data. The Marxists may be

wrong, and heredity may have more influ

ence on I.Q. than environment, but the

evidence Jensen presented does not suc
cessfully make that case. What Jensen has
given us is a particular version of reality
? provocative, but not compelling. If we
educational researchers are to retain our
intellectual and political independence, we
must rethink the meaning of this idealized
science. Then, perhaps, we will come to

see objectivity and ideology as com

plementary rather than contradictor
aspects of our work.
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